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ABSTRACT

Predictability is an important aspect in real-time and safety-critical systems, where non-functional properties—such as the timing behavior—have high impact on the system correctness. As many safety-critical systems have a growing performance demand, simple, but outdated architectures are not sufficient anymore. Instead, multi-core systems are more and more popular, even in the real-time domain. To combine the performance benefits of a multi-core architecture with the required predictability, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) buses are often advocated. In this paper, we are interested in accesses to shared resources in such environments. Our approach uses SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theory) to encode the semantics and execution time of the analyzed program in an environment with shared resources. We use an SMT-solver to find a solution that corresponds to the execution path with correct semantics and maximal execution time. We propose to model a shared bus with TDMA arbitration policy. Using examples, we show how the WCET estimation is enhanced by combining the semantics and the shared bus analysis in SMT.

1. INTRODUCTION

Time matters in safety-critical real-time systems. The predictability of these systems is needed in order to guarantee certain security and safety requirements. Determining Worst-Case Execution Times (WCET) has been the focus of research in the field of embedded systems. Static analysis methods have been developed to provide safe bound on the WCET. The challenge remains in improving the pessimistic approaches that over-estimate the execution time of the analyzed program as well as the analysis time. An example of such an approach is the Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET). IPET relies on methods such as Constraint Solving or Integer Linear Programming (ILP). However, the initial version of this approach does not exclude some ‘obvious’ infeasible paths in a program, leading to an over-estimation on the WCET. Algorithm 1 illustrates this situation.

Algorithm 1 Example of mutually exclusive paths

Simple IPET without infeasible path analysis gives the longest path \(\{(1), (2), (3), (4), (5)\}\). However, (3) and (4) are mutually exclusive i.e., they cannot be part of the same execution path. The longest path in this case is \(\{(1), (2), (3), (5)\}\). Infeasible paths can be excluded in IPET by adding constraints to the ILP formula [15, 14]. In this paper, we use another approach with Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) that allows to encode the program’s semantics and its execution time.

In a multi-core environment, the longest path does not necessarily imply the worst-case execution time. The access time to the shared resource can vary depending on the arbitration policy of the shared bus and the access patterns in the execution path of the program. In the example of Algorithm 1, the STORE instruction at (5) can access the bus at different instants depending on whether the code at (2) or at (3) is executed. This leads to a variation of the bus access delay depending on the arbitration policy of the shared bus. An analysis that does not consider the semantics together within the micro-architecture analysis would have to analyze the WCET of the STORE instruction with reduced information about the possible instants when it is executed, and may therefore overestimate its execution time.

Henry et al. [9] proposed an SMT-based approach to encode the analyzed program into SMT expressions in order to estimate the WCET. An SMT-solver is used to find the longest feasible path exhibiting the worst-case execution time. In this paper, we extend this approach to include detailed architectural information, thus increasing the precision of the analysis. Our approach encodes parts of the architecture
of the hardware and the program semantics within the same SMT expression, allowing the SMT solver to prove WCET bounds that could not be deduced by analyzing both aspects independently. We focus in this paper on a shared bus with the arbitration policy *Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)*. TDMA is a time triggered arbitration policy that periodically allocates slots of communication time to each core.

We assume a *Fully Timing Composable* system architecture [17] without timing anomalies. A timing anomaly is a situation where the local worst-case does not necessarily lead to the global worst-case [16]. We do not support unbounded loops or unbounded recursion: the analysis has to be able to unroll all loops and inline function calls. Note that this is a common restriction for programs where a formal WCET analysis is applied. Our implementation is currently a proof-of-concept to show the feasibility of the approach, and makes simplifying assumptions: we assume the absence of cache which means that each load or store instruction issues an access to the shared bus, and we consider that each LLVM instruction takes 1 cycle. As future work, we intend to incorporate static cache and timing analysis tools, such as OTAWA [2], to include realistic execution time bounds for the instructions and to model the behavior of local caches.

To sum up, our contribution is a way to encode both the semantics of the program and a TDMA arbitration policy in a single SMT expression, and use it to compute a safe bound on the WCET of the program. The encoding is carefully optimized to avoid the performance issues of a naive encoding.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give a background on TDMA buses and the SMT-based approach for WCET analysis. Section 3 explains how a program with accesses to a shared bus with a TDMA arbiter is modeled using SMT expressions. In Section 4, we evaluate our model using micro-benchmarks, then we apply our approach to benchmarks taken from real-life applications. Finally, related work is given in Section 5 and the conclusion and future work in Section 6. The examples with SMT expressions given in this paper are expressed in pseudo-code. In our experiments, we use SMT-LIBv2 [6] which provides standard descriptions of background theories used in SMT systems.

### 2. BACKGROUND

Multi-core platforms offer capabilities that respond to the growing performance demands of embedded real-time systems. However, predictability of these architectures remains a challenge. Shared resources represent the main hot topic in the predictability of such systems. In this work we are interested in shared buses with Time Division Multiple Access arbitration policy.

#### 2.1 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

*Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)* is an arbitration policy for shared buses. It allows cores to share a bus by dividing the accesses into time slots. Cores may receive different slot lengths or different number of slots in a period which gives more or less priority to some cores over the others. In our work we consider a TDMA policy where each core receives one slot per period. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a TDMA bus with 3 slots associated to 3 cores. In a period of time \( \pi \), each core receives a slot of length \( \sigma \). The duration of an access to the bus is \( \text{acc} \). An access cannot be split over several slots and is processed only if the remaining time in the slot is sufficient. A request is processed only during its dedicated slot. \( \text{req}_{A.1} \) is a bus request issued by core \( A \) during its associated communication slot. This request is executed directly within a time duration \( \text{acc} \). \( \text{req}_{A.2} \) is an example of a request issued outside the allowed communication slot. It is, thus, stalled until the next slot of core \( A \). Its execution time is given by \( T = \pi - (t \mod \pi) + \text{acc} \). Where \( t \) is the absolute time, i.e., starting from the beginning of the execution of the analyzed program. The best case delay is when the request is issued during the slot and granted directly. In the worst-case, the request is issued when there is not enough remaining time to process it. Hence, the execution delay of a bus access varies between \([\text{acc}, \pi - (\sigma - \text{acc})]\).

We define the offset as \( \text{offset} = t_{\text{req}} \mod \pi \). \( t_{\text{req}} \) is the instant in time when the request is issued. A request is granted immediately, only if the offset at the issue instant falls in the communication slot’s interval. Otherwise it is delayed until the next slot of the core. Expressing the timing of the bus in offsets simplifies the bus model since the possible values of the offsets are in \([0, \pi]\). The analyzed program can start at any offset on the TDMA period. We can indicate an initial interval or a set of values of offsets in the SMT expressions. For the simplicity of our proof-of-concept implementation, we suppose that all programs start initially at offset=0. In a real application we should consider all possible values of the offset.

#### 2.2 WCET for TDMA Accesses: an Example

To illustrate the timing behavior of a TDMA bus, consider Algorithm 2. It is a simple example with two conditions and two accesses to the shared bus.

We consider each instruction to be executed in 1 processor cycle and assume that each load and store instructions access the shared bus. The shared bus has a TDMA period \( \pi = \ldots \)
Figure 2: WCET of Algorithm 2 (CFG in Figure 3) with a shared TDMA bus with period π = 6 and σ = 2

6 and a slot length of σ = 2 processor cycles. The slot associated to the core where the analyzed program is running is [0, 2]. A granted access is executed in 1 processor cycle.

Taking into account the parameters of the bus, a request emitted at offsets 0 or 1 is granted directly. Otherwise it is suspended until the next slot. The Control-flow graph (CFG) in Figure 3 shows two feasible paths: the first path (y < 0) {b1, b2, b3, b5, b8} and the second path (y ≥ 0) {b1, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8}. Figure 2 shows both feasible paths and their execution times. We suppose that the program starts at instant t = 0 and offset=0. In the case of the first execution path, block (2) emits an access request, load instruction, at offset 2. This request is delayed until the next slot. The execution time of this path is 18 processor cycles. The second execution time has 15 processor cycles. In this case the worst-case execution time of Algorithm 2 is max(15, 18) = 18 processor cycles.

A micro-architectural analysis that does not take the semantics of the program into account would have to consider the infeasible path {b1, b2, b3, b5, b6} when considering the load x instruction in block b6. This path would execute the load instruction with an offset of 5, hence not in the TDMA slot. As opposed to this, our analysis proves that the access is in the TDMA slot, and gives a tighter WCET.

2.3 WCET By SMT

Henry et al. [9] demonstrate how to measure the worst-case execution time using Bounded Model Checking. An SMT expressions is generated to encode the analyzed program and its execution time. The expressions mean: “Is there a path that satisfies the semantics and has an execution time greater than T?” The solution of this statement represents an execution path in the program with a constraint on the execution time. An SMT-solver is a program used to resolve the SMT expressions to answer the aforementioned question.

In [9], the authors use a binary search method to find an upper bound of the execution time and disprove the existence of a solution with an execution time greater than the WCET.

The semantics of the program can be used in determining feasible paths. A Boolean variable is assigned to each basic block and each transition. A basic block b is executed if any of its entering transitions is taken, i.e. bi = Vb k=1 tik,j. Note that loops and recursive function calls are not supported in this initial work. The compiler must unroll the loops and inline function calls.

To illustrate the SMT encoding, we use the example of block (3) from Figure 4. b_3 is a Boolean assigned to block (3). This basic block is executed if any of the entering transitions is taken. Let l_1,3 and l_2,3 be the Booleans associated to the transitions from block (1) to (3) and from block (2) to (3) respectively. The generated SMT expression is:

\[ b_3 = (l_1,3 \lor l_2,3) \]

The outgoing transitions are obtained from the condition \( y < 0 \). The transition \( l_3,4 \) is taken when the condition is true, \( l_3,5 \) is taken otherwise. This gives the following expressions:

\[ y_{cmp} = (y < 0) \]

\[ l_3,4 = (b_3 \land y_{cmp}) \]

\[ l_3,5 = (b_3 \land \neg y_{cmp}) \]
3. SMT-BASED ANALYSIS FOR TDMA

In this section, we explain how the SMT model is extended to encode accesses to a shared bus with TDMA arbitration policy. In this work, we consider the first slot \([0,\sigma]\) to be associated with the core on which the analyzed program is executed. In order to simplify the analysis, we transform the control-flow graph (CFG) so that the basic blocks access the shared bus at most once and only at their first instruction. Due to this, we will refer to the basic blocks in the transformed CFG simply as blocks. Figure 5 illustrates this transformation: Considering that \textit{load} and \textit{store} instructions access the shared bus, block(0) is split into block(0.1) and block(0.2). Each block starts with a \textit{load} or a \textit{store} instruction.

We extend the work of [9] to include the model of the shared bus accesses. This model is given in Section 3.1. Introducing the access delays implies modifications in the SMT encoding of the execution time from the previous work. We explain the timing encoding in presence of bus delays in Section 3.2.

3.1 Shared Bus Model

Here we explain the SMT model of an access to a shared bus with a TDMA arbiter. A TDMA arbitration policy is determined by its period \(\pi\) and slot length \(\sigma\). The delay of a bus access at the exit of a block \(T_{\text{exit}}\) is determined according to the instant \(t\) of the request emission at the entry of the block \(T_{\text{entry}}\).

A naive implementation of the bus access model computes first the offset from \(T_{\text{entry}}\), i.e., \(T_{\text{entry}} \mod \pi\). Then, it checks if the offset falls in the communication slot. Algorithm 3 gives the pseudo code of a straightforward encoding in SMT of the bus access delay. The function \textit{tdma}\_\text{access} takes as argument the time instant of a bus access request and finds its offset relative to the start of the TDMA period. We then check whether the current offset falls in the allowed communication slot. In this case, the access request is directly granted and the function returns the time of the entry plus the access delay and the execution time of the remaining instructions that do not access the bus: \(T_{\text{exit}} = (T_{\text{entry}} + \text{acc} + \text{cost})\). Otherwise, the request is delayed until the next slot and the function returns \(T_{\text{exit}} = \pi + (T_{\text{entry}} - \text{offset}_{\text{entry}}) + \text{acc} + \text{cost}\).

This method raises performance issues for the SMT-solver, caused by the use of the non-linear operator \textit{mod}. Instead of modeling the absolute time through the program, we model only the offsets. The offset \textit{off} is defined by \(\text{off} = (T \mod \pi)\). Algorithm 4 gives the definition of \textit{tdma}\_\text{access} that returns the delay after a bus access with values in the interval \([\text{acc}, \text{acc} + (\pi - \sigma)]\). Another function \textit{tdma}\_\text{offset}, given in Algorithm 5, returns the offset after a bus access with values in the interval \([0, \sigma]\).

Algorithm 3 Naive version of \textit{tdma}\_\text{access}: returns the absolute time after a bus access

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Algorithm 3 Naive version of \textit{tdma}\_\text{access}}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Require time: \(T_{\text{entry}}\), execution time of the block: \textit{cost}
\State \textit{offset}_{\text{entry}} \leftarrow T_{\text{entry}} \mod \pi$
\If {\textit{offset}_{\text{entry}} < \sigma}$
\State \Return \(T_{\text{entry}} + \text{acc} + \text{cost}\)$
\Else$
\State \Return \(T_{\text{entry}} + (\pi - \text{offset}_{\text{entry}}) + \text{acc} + \text{cost}\)$
\EndIf
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Algorithm 4 \textit{tdma}\_\text{access}: returns the delay after a bus access

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Algorithm 4 \textit{tdma}\_\text{access}}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Require \textit{offset}_{\text{entry}}, execution time of the block: \textit{cost}
\State \textit{if} \textit{offset}_{\text{entry}} \in [0, \sigma - \textit{acc}] \textit{then}
\State \Return \textit{cost} + \textit{acc}
\State \textit{else}
\State \Return \textit{cost} + (\pi - \textit{offset}_{\text{entry}}) + \textit{acc}
\EndIf
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Algorithm 5 \textit{tdma}\_\text{offset}: returns the offset after a bus access

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Algorithm 5 \textit{tdma}\_\text{offset}}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Require \textit{offset}_{\text{entry}}, execution time of the block: \textit{cost}
\State \textit{if} \textit{offset}_{\text{entry}} \in [0, \sigma - \textit{acc}] \textit{then}
\State \Newoff \leftarrow \textit{off}_{\text{entry}} + \textit{acc} + (\textit{cost} \mod \pi)$
\State \textit{else}
\State \Newoff \leftarrow \textit{acc} + (\textit{cost} \mod \pi)$
\State \EndIf
\State \textit{if} \textit{Newoff} \geq \pi \textit{then}
\State \Return \textit{Newoff} - \pi$
\State \textit{else}
\State \Return \textit{Newoff}
\State \EndIf
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

3.2 Timing Encoding

In this section, we explain how the timing is encoded with SMT. The assumption made previously on the form of the CFG implies that blocks either access the shared bus or not. The blocks access the shared bus only at the first
3.2.1 Blocks Without Bus Accesses

The encoding of blocks that do not access the shared bus comes straightforward from the previous work by Henry et al. [9]. A variable $c_{i,j}$ is associated to each transition between blocks $i$ and $j$. The worst-case execution time of each block is constant considering our assumption of a fully timing composable architecture:

$$c_{i,j} = \text{if } t_{i,j} \text{ then } wcet, \text{ else } 0$$

The expression means: if the transition from block $i$ to block $j$ is taken, $c_{i,j}$ is equal to the worst-case execution time of block $i$, otherwise it is equal to 0.

The encoding of accesses to the shared TDMA bus requires knowledge about the offsets. These offsets are computed at each exit point of a block in the CFG. The function get_offset in Algorithm 6 is used to find the offset after a block that does not access the shared bus. This function takes the offset $off_{entry}$ at the entry of the block and the execution time $cost$ of the block. The mod operator in line 2 is used to find the offset after $t$ time. This operator does not cause performance issues because its operands $cost$ and $\pi$ are known constants.

Let $i$ and $j$ be the indices of two blocks such that block $j$ is a direct successor to block $i$. Let $N \geq 1$ the number of direct predecessor of block $i$. A first encoding of the offset between block $i$ and block $j$ is the SMT expression:

$$off_{i,j} = \text{get\_offset}(\{ \text{if } t_{i,i} \text{ then } off_{i,i} \text{ else if } t_{i,j} \text{ then } off_{i,j} \text{ else } \ldots \text{ else if } t_{N,i} \text{ then } off_{N,i} \text{ else } 0 \}, wcet_i)$$

We refer to this encoding as “if..then..else” encoding below. This expression means that the offset between block $i$ and block $j$ is computed using the offset of the corresponding entering transition in case there are many predecessors. Another possible encoding (referred to as “sum” encoding) avoids using the nested if..then..else sequences in the SMT expression by using a sum instead. We give such encoding as follows:

$$off_i = \text{get\_offset}(\sum_{k=1}^{N} off_{k,i}, wcet_i)$$

$$off_{i,j} = \text{if } t_{i,j} \text{ then } off_i \text{ else } 0$$

$off_{i,j}$ is an intermediate variable to encode the offset at the exit of block $i$. $off_{k,i}$ are the offsets associated to the entering transitions from blocks $k$ to block $i$. Only one entry transition is taken in a specific execution path. Let $n$ be a block in an execution path $P$:

$$\{ t_{k,i} = \text{false, } off_{k,i} = 0, \forall k \neq n. \}$$

$$t_{k,i} = \text{true, } off_{k,i} \in [0,\pi], k=n$$

This means that at most one entering offset is not null which implies that the sum of all entering offsets equals the offset at the entry of the block in an execution path. We apply this to block (3) in Figure 4. $wcet_3$ is the execution time of block (3). The offsets $off_{3,4}$ and $off_{3,5}$ at the exit of block (3) are encoded by:

$$off_{3} = \text{get\_offset}(\{off_{2,3} + off_{1,3}\}, wcet_3)$$

### Algorithm 6 get_offset: returns the offset after a block without bus accesses

**Require:** offset $off_{entry}$, execution time of the block $cost$

1: new_off $\leftarrow$ off_{entry} + (cost $\mod \pi$)

2: if new_off $>$ $\pi$ then

3: \hspace{1em} return new_off - $\pi$

4: else

5: \hspace{1em} return new_off

6: end if

3.2.2 Blocks With Bus Accesses

Blocks that access the shared bus should take into account the delay caused by the arbitration policy. The function $tdma\_access$ in Algorithm 4 returns the execution time of a block taking into account the offset at its entry ($off_{entry}$) and the execution time of the remaining instructions ($cost$). In line 1, it checks whether the current offset $off$ falls in the communication slot. In this case, the request is granted and the returned time at the exit of the block is given by $T_{exit} = acc + cost$. In the other case, $T_{exit} = (\pi - off_{entry}) + acc + cost$.

The function $tdma\_offset$, in Algorithm 5, returns the offset at the exit of a block that accesses the bus. This function takes as inputs the offset at the entry of the block $off_{entry}$ and the execution time $cost$ of the remaining instructions that do not access the bus. It computes the new offset at the exit block which is $off_{entry} + acc + cost \mod \pi$, if the $off_{entry}$ falls in the communication slot, and $[0,\pi - acc]$ or acc + (cost mod $\pi$) otherwise. Since the offset values can only be in the interval $[0,\pi]$, The modulo operation is computed using if..then..else instructions (see lines 6 to 10) to avoid the non-linear instruction mod.

The execution time and the offset at the exit of a block are encoded in a similar way as blocks without accesses to shared bus. Here is how the functions defined in Figure 4 are used:

$$c_{i} = tdma\_access(\sum_{k=1}^{N} off_{k,i}, wcet_i)$$

$$c_{i,j} = \text{if } t_{i,j} \text{ then } c_{i} \text{ else } 0$$

$$off_{i} = tdma\_offset(\sum_{k=1}^{N} off_{k,i}, wcet_i)$$

$$off_{i,j} = \text{if } t_{i,j} \text{ then } off_{i} \text{ else } 0$$

$wcet_i$ is the worst-case execution time of the remaining instructions after the instruction that accesses the shared bus.

3.3 Adding Cuts to the SMT Expression

Experiments show a poor performance of the SMT-solver while searching for the WCET on the expression without further optimization. The same issues were observed and addressed in [9]. cuts are additional clauses that add no information but allow the SMT-solver to prune a very large number of partial traces from the decision tree.

Knowing that the offsets can only have the values in $[0,\pi]$ gives straightforward cuts in the case of the “sum” encoding. Let $N$ be the number of entering transition to block $i$. The sum $\sum_{k=0}^{N} off_{k,i}$ is in the interval $[0,\pi]$ since there is at most one non-zero $off_{k,i}$. We add a cut for each block with at least two entering transition, i.e., with $N > 1$. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Our implementation relies on PAGAI [10], a tool used for modeling programs to SMT expressions. It is used by Henry et al. [9] to estimate the worst-case execution time through semantic encoding with SMT expressions. PAGAI uses an intermediate representation based on the CFG obtained from LLVM. Due to this constraint, our tests and proof-of-concept implementation use the intermediate representation instead of the executable binary. We explain in Section 6 how a realistic analysis can be achieved.

Figure 6 shows the work flow of the proof-of-concept. The source code is compiled with CLANG to generate LLVM bitcode. A number of optimization passes are then executed. The interesting pass in our case is the one that transforms the CFG as discussed in Section 3. PAGAI is then run on the transformed CFG, which is a bitcode file, to generate the SMT expressions of the program.

We implemented an LLVM optimization pass that transforms the CFG to fit our analysis. It splits blocks before each instruction accessing the bus, so that each block contains at most one such instruction, which must be the first of the block. Figure 3 shown in Section 2.2 is the CFG obtained after this transformation.

We use the SMT-solver Z3 [7]. Z3 offers a C API that is used in our binary search program. The SMT-solver parses the SMT expressions and answers with SAT, UNSAT or, UNDEF. In case of SAT, the SMT-solver gives a model of a solution that satisfies the SMT expression. We use this model to refine the binary search. For example, we look for an execution time in the interval \([X_0, Y_0]\). The binary search algorithm checks whether the execution time is greater than \(X_0 + Y_0/2\). If UNSAT is returned, the new search interval is \([X_1 = X_0, Y_1 = X_0 + Y_0]\). If SAT is returned, the SMT-solver gives a model with an execution time \(Z \in [X_0 + Y_0/2, Y_0]\). The new search interval in this case is \([X_1 = Z, Y_1 = Y_0]\). The search continues until it reaches an interval \([X_n, Y_n]\) where \(X_n = Y_n\).

This approach, when applied to Algorithm 2, gives the correct and optimal worst-case execution time of 18 processor cycles after 6 iterations of the binary search. The output of the binary search is:

\[
\text{Testing wct} \geq 0 \ldots \text{ SAT (value found = 18).}
\]
\[
\text{Testing wct} \geq 46 \ldots \text{ UNSAT. New interval} = [18, 45].
\]
\[
\text{Testing wct} \geq 25 \ldots \text{ UNSAT. New interval} = [18, 24].
\]
\[
\text{Testing wct} \geq 21 \ldots \text{ UNSAT. New interval} = [18, 20].
\]
\[
\text{Testing wct} \geq 19 \ldots \text{ UNSAT. New interval} = [18, 18].
\]
\[
\text{The maximum value of wct is 18.}
\]
\[
\text{Computation time is 0.010000s.}
\]

In the following, we evaluate our model of the shared TDMA bus. First we propose a micro-benchmark to compare the results of the naive implementation of \(tdma\_access\) and the offset-based implementation. Then we show how the semantics encoding combined with a TDMA bus model can enhance the WCET estimation using (i) a toy example to illustrate the differences and (ii) real-world applications.

![Figure 6: General work flow of the proof-of-concept to generate SMT expressions](image)

4.1 Performance of SMT Encodings for TDMA

4.1.1 TDMA Functions

We now evaluate the analysis time of our model. A simple approach is to evaluate the analysis time on a linear path, i.e. without branches. The blocks are simple and have only one instruction each. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the different setups. We compare the naive implementation and the offset-based implementation of \(tdma\_access\) on a CFG that contains only blocks with accesses to the shared bus. The naive implementation has an exponential growth of the analysis time. At only 25 blocks, it takes 17656s for the binary search with the SMT-solver to find the WCET. Whereas, it takes only 0.44s in the case of the offset-based implementation. This is mainly due to the non-linear \(mod\) operator used in the naive implementation. The line “0% access” represents a CFG composed with blocks that do not
We now compare the two encodings explained in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Figure 8 shows an example with one if condition which will generate a “diamond formula” in SMT. We compare the analysis time of the nested if..then..else encoding against the sum encoding of an increasing number of sequences of “diamond formulas” in the analyzed program. Figure 10 shows the results for execution time of the analysis when Block A and Block B in Figure 8 access the shared TDMA bus. Both encodings have almost the same analysis time with a slight advantage of the sum encoding. To investigate further, we analyze the program represented in Figure 9. The loop bound is 100 iterations which will generate, when the loop is unrolled, a block with 100 entering transitions. We analyze programs with N sequences of the same loop. Figure 11 shows the analysis time of the encodings with N in \( \{1..10\} \). The sum encoding shows better performance than the nested if..then..else encoding. For the rest of the experiments, we will use the sum encoding.

4.2 Realistic Benchmarks

4.2.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate our approach with a subset of the TacleBench\(^2\) benchmarks. The benchmarks are compiled with CLANG 3.6 to generate the LLVM bitcode. Loops are unrolled with an optimization pass of LLVM. The SMT expression is generated following the workflow in Figure 6. The examples are illustrated in Table 1 where “#LLVM instr.” refers to the number of the instructions in the LLVM bitcode after inlining and unrolling functions and loops. “#bus access” represent the total number of load and store instructions since we consider an architecture without a cache memory. The LLVM bitcode has more instructions compared to the binary executable. Some load and store instructions in the LLVM bitcode do not exist in the executable binary which makes a direct comparison with other approaches irrelevant.

\(^2\)http://tacle.knossosnet.gr/activities/taclebench
However, our proof of concept allows to demonstrate the feasibility of the SMT-based approach.

The analysis is run under Linux Debian, on an Intel® Core® i5–3470 at 3.20 GHz with 8GB of main memory. We consider each instruction to execute in 1 processor cycle and the platform hasno cache memory.

### 4.2.2 Results

The TDMA policy statically isolates programs in their respective slots which means that the analysis for each program is independent from the other programs. We therefore run the analysis for individual programs, but the results hold in a context where several programs are executed in parallel.

We compare the WCET of the offset-based analysis with the pessimistic WCET where all accesses to the shared bus are considered worst-case. This implies that each load and store instructions have an execution time of $\pi - \sigma + 2.\text{acc} - 1$. Similarly to [13], the improvement is defined as \(\frac{\text{WCET}_{\text{pess}}}{\text{WCET}}-1\).

We analyze different configurations of the TDMA bus. The results are illustrated in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The improvements we obtain from the offset-based analysis are proportional to the slot length and the period of the TDMA bus. The results also show that the greater the slot length is, the greater the improvement. This is expected since more accesses can be executed in the same slot. A greater TDMA period increases the pessimistic WCET. The highest improvement is 217.95% of the bs benchmark (231 LLVM instructions) in Table 5 with $\pi = 400$ and $\sigma = 40$.

Table 7 represents the lowest and highest observed analysis times. The offset encoding increases the analysis time of programs. The pessimistic WCET of benchmark fly-by-wire, from the PapaBench suite, is obtained in 4.02 seconds. The offset-based encoding has an analysis time of 149.01 seconds ($\pi = 400$, $\sigma = 100$, $\text{acc} = 40$). Despite the effort to linearize the SMT functions used to model the TDMA bus access, they are still very costly. The analysis time depends on the number of accesses to the shared bus as well as the number of “diamond formulas” which appears at the encoding of sequences of if..then..else.
5. RELATED WORK

Chattopadhyay et al. [5] improves the analysis cost of loops by aligning each loop head execution with the TDMA period. A penalty term is added to the WCET of each loop. This allows a better scaling of the analysis at the cost of the precision. The approach by Kelter et al. offers a compromise for loop analysis by modeling the offsets in the TDMA bus with an ILP problem. The proposed solution gives a tighter estimation of the WCET compared to the pessimistic approach. Considering bounded loops, the authors give two methods to estimate the WCET in presence of a TDMA bus with minimal unrolling. The first method unrolls the loop until a fix point of offsets is reached. The second method uses dynamic flow graphs to model loops.

Schranzhofer et al. [18] propose an efficient analysis of the worst case response time (WCRT) of a shared TDMA bus. The proposed framework uses the access model in periodic tasks to analyze the worst-case response time of the bus and schedulability of tasks. By separating accesses to the bus and computations, this approach exhibits tighter bounds and reduces the WCRT.

Other research works were done to improve the WCET estimation with a shared bus. Gustavsson et al. [8] use timed automata to model the software and the hardware. An upper bound on the clock of the timed automata is obtained with Model Checking tools such as UPPAAL [3]. This approach suffers from a potential explosion in the number of automata’s states. Lv et al. [13] propose a better use of timed automata. With an abstract interpretation of the cache, basic blocks in the CFG are annotated with cache miss and cache hit. A model with timed automata is associated according to the annotations. Arbitration policy of the shared bus is also modeled with an automata. The results show a better estimation on the WCET compared with the pessimistic approaches.

All of the mentioned related works give improvements on the upper bound of the execution time. However, they only estimate the WCET considering an already known feasible path obtained from the semantics. Our approach does both the infeasible path analysis and the TDMA model in the same step. Using an SMT expression allows our approach to consider all feasible path without having to enumerate them individually. Our approach is more precise, but more costly. It can be used in a complementary way with other approaches in a trade-off between quality of the results and analysis time. We discuss possible approaches for loop analysis in Section 6.2.

6. CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary

We introduce a new approach for WCET analysis of shared TDMA bus using Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT). This approach takes into account the semantics and the accesses in the form of LLVM bitcode due to the constraints imposed by the tool PAGAI. This is a limitation of our implementation, but not of the approach itself: the same approach can be applied to executable binaries given a generated model in SMT and with the presence of cache memory. Accesses to the bus can be obtained from an analysis of the cache’s state where a cache miss is considered as an access to the shared memory through the shared bus.

The naive model of the TDMA bus shows poor performance. To overcome the issue, we propose an offset based model. The micro-benchmarks show a better scalability but remains exponential. The added cuts on the offsets improve the analysis time by indicating to the SMT-solver “obvious” properties.

Finally, we show that the micro-architectural analysis of the shared TDMA bus, and the semantic analysis can be combined in one approach using an SMT model. This approach can achieve a more precise estimation of the WCET in presence of a shared TDMA bus. The naive encodings are very costly. We give alternative encodings that reduce considerably the solving time of the SMT expression.

6.2 Future Work

The current implementation of our approach is a proof of concept to check its viability and scalability. As such, taking into account a realistic model for the timing of the program is left to future works. Considering that each LLVM instruction takes exactly one cycle is clearly not realistic: the timing for each block should instead come from a micro-architectural analysis of the actual binary with a tool like OTAWA [2]. Keeping the analysis itself on LLVM bitcode allows exploiting high-level properties of the program that would be lost at the binary code level, and the SSA form of the bitcode greatly simplifies the encoding into SMT. As a consequence, a complete tool for a realistic analysis would need to work both on the binary code and the LLVM bitcode. The information obtained on the binary must be mapped to the LLVM bitcode. One solution to achieve this is through
pattern matching of conditions [4] between the LLVM CFG and the executable CFG. The overall approach for such an information flow is described in Figure 12. It has already been applied to SMT-based WCET analysis in [9]. The idea of combining high-level semantic information with low-level binary analysis has also already been applied in e.g. [12, 15].

Similarly, considering LLVM load and store operations as bus accesses is an oversimplification. Some LLVM load and store will actually be cache hits and will not access the bus, and conversely, some operations on LLVM registers will actually need to access the memory in the real program. The actual bus accesses must therefore be obtained by a prior cache analysis on the binary code [1].

Our experiments show scalability issues which is expected in NP-complete problems. We are considering optimizations and improvements in the scalability in future work. Our approach already shows substantial improvements over a naive encoding, and the results show that we do scale to reasonably-sized programs. Still, we would probably encounter performance issues in the SMT solver to scale if we try to analyze very large case-studies globally with this approach. We therefore need an approach that uses our analysis on reasonably-sized pieces of code extracted from a possibly larger codebase. One option is to analyze the program in portions and propagate the obtained results on a global analysis. For example, considering only a small piece of code surrounding a bus access may be sufficient to prove that this access is in the TDMA slot (or to prove a tight bound on its execution time), and this information can be injected in a global cheaper analysis. The challenge here is how one defines the analyzed portions and their sizes.

Loops with a large iteration count, which cannot be unrolled completely, could be handled using partial unrolling. Loop iterations are then analyzed separately with updated information on offsets between each iteration. Kelter et al. [11] already address the loop analysis with minimum unrolling. The SMT-based approach can be complementary to include the semantics in the loop body analysis.
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